
so glad you’re 
back, love!
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what’s getting in the way 
of you + your style?}
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our style doesn’t look 
and feel amazing is
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we think the reason 
our style doesn’t look 
and feel amazing is



our body shape and weight

our budget

the stores we have to shop at not carrying the 
right clothes

our lack of talent and of “stylishness”

have you felt like this? like your style is a 
victim to your circumstances?

we think the reason 
our style doesn’t look 
and feel amazing is

false



it is so often our mind 
that gets in the way of 

our style



if we were to fix one 
thing for the most style 

RIO…



if we were to fix one 
thing for the most style 

RIO…

let it be this.



let’s talk about 4 ways your 
mind might be getting in the 

way of your style



purchases we regret
style sabotage 1 .0



impulsive purchases



impulsive purchases

also known as a closet of things 
you hardly or never wore



sometimes we are using 
style to buffer our life



sometimes we are using 
style to buffer our life

{to avoid feeling a negative emotion}



avoid feeling…
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avoid feeling…
• disappointed in our career

• lonely

• unhappy in a bad relationship

• insecure if we are liked

• like things are out of our control

• worried about the future

• ugly, fat, or not enough

   this is shopping  .  
   as a buffer   .



how do we fix it?



the work we’re doing right 
now together, it will help this 
dramatically

shopping as a buffer



what also helps: have a look at 
why we are buffering. 

shopping as a buffer



what also helps: have a look at 
why we are buffering. 
what are the thoughts we have before  
and when you feel the urge to buy something?

what’s going on in the rest of your life 
that you would like to avoid or  
that feels not enough?

shopping as a buffer



what also helps: have a look at 
why we are buffering. 
is shopping something that makes you feel…

in control?

worthy?

shopping as a buffer



this was me.
shopping as a buffer



this was me.
& although i love clothes + pretty things…

shopping as a buffer



this was me.
& although i love clothes + pretty things…

i shopped because i didn’t feel enough.

shopping as a buffer



this was me.
& although i love clothes + pretty things…

i shopped because i didn’t feel enough.

and shopping felt like i was taking action to 
change that.

shopping as a buffer



shopping as a buffer

if this is you too…



shopping as a buffer

use practices that will keep 
you from wanting to buffer.
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shopping as a buffer

use practices that will keep 
you from wanting to buffer.

some tools i’ve used:
movement daily

meditation daily

gratitude journaling daily

thought-journaling when 
i feel a negative emotion

working with a life coach

talking it out with friends who 
will be real with you
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use practices that will keep 
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some tools i use now:
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shopping as a buffer

use practices that will keep 
you from wanting to buffer.

some tools i use now:
making coffee i love every morning

lighting palo santo

taking care of my many plants

watching drag race



shopping as a buffer

use practices that will keep 
you from wanting to buffer.

practices that help our relationship 

with ourself

—help us to feel enough + happy—

 …help our relationship with  

our style + shopping



many of us don’t use 
the act of shopping 

negatively



maybe we even 
hate shopping

yet we still buy things we 
later wish we didn’t



in this instance it 
happens because we 

want an outcome 
without a plan



we want outcomes like



we want outcomes like

“i want to look good at an event i’m going to” 
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we want outcomes like

“i want to look good at an event i’m going to” 

“i want something new because i’m bored with my closet” 

“i want to look more like someone i’m a little jealous of”

“i want oufits that make me feel awesome at work”



but we forget
and we don’t  know how 

to work backwards from that 
outcome to take the right 

action



and we often don’t pay 
attention to how we shop, 

only to what we buy



2 strategies for  
purchases you  wear + love



let’s put it through 
our process

regrettable purchases   strategy 1



regrettable purchases   strategy 1

let’s use an example:
“i want to look good at an event 

i’m going to” 



regrettable purchases   strategy 1

how do i want to feel at that event?  1.



regrettable purchases   strategy 1

how do i want to feel at that event? 

what style sprinkles can i create for this? 
{look to your inspiration board, the closet 
you already have, people’s outfits from 
events you went to you admire}

1.
2.



regrettable purchases   strategy 1

how do i want to feel at that event? 

what style sprinkles can i create for this? 
{look to your inspiration board, the closet 
you already have, people’s outfits from 
events you went to you admire}

what tools do i want to use? {some things 
that work well on your shape etc.}

1.
2.

3.



regrettable purchases   strategy 1

use your worksheet 
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regrettable purchases   strategy 1

use your worksheet 

to go through this process step by step  
+ write it down

create a menu of options that will have the 
impact on your style you want

get ultra clear on what would satisfy  
the outcome of _________ and  
what would not

then go 
shopping



regrettable purchases   strategy 1

use the same process  
for other desired outcomes



regrettable purchases   strategy 1

use the same process  
for other desired outcomes

like being bored—what would feel truly fresh 
and exciting beyond “newness”?



regrettable purchases   strategy 1

use the same process  
for other desired outcomes

like being bored—what would feel truly fresh 
and exciting beyond “newness”?

like being jealous of someone else—what 
qualities do you admire + what is truly going to 
support you feeling/being that way?



regrettable purchases   strategy 2

make some edges 
around the way 

you shop



regrettable purchases   strategy 2
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regrettable purchases   strategy 2

look at the pieces you 
bought that you later 

regretted or never wore

what store is it from?

what is the material?

how was your day and week 
going when you bought it?

how long did you have to return it?

who were you shopping with?

was it on sale?

what were your ideas about what you 
would wear it with?



regrettable purchases   strategy 2

look at the pieces you 
bought that you later 

regretted or never wore

what store is it from?

what is the material?

how was your day and week 
going when you bought it?

how long did you have to return it?

who were you shopping with?

was it on sale?

what were your ideas about what you 
would wear it with?

mine the data.



regrettable purchases   strategy 2

your closet is full of data 
about what works + doesn’t 

work for you

{you have a worksheet}



regrettable purchases   strategy 2

use this exercise to

create boundaries around 
the way you shop to set your 

self up for better style 
success



regrettable purchases   strategy 2

some helpful rules to end 
regrettable purchases
only buy things you can connect through your 
style sprinkles to your style cores
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some helpful rules to end 
regrettable purchases
only shop with a shopping list



regrettable purchases   strategy 2

some helpful rules to end 
regrettable purchases
only buy things you can return 



regrettable purchases   strategy 2

some helpful rules to end 
regrettable purchases
+ only keep pieces that pass the test

am i excited to wear this? 
do i feel any disappointment in it? 
can i find 3 ways to wear it? 
does it make me feel how i want to feel?  
is it in my style zone of genius?



regrettable purchases   strategy 2

boundaries are a 
good thing



regrettable purchases   strategy 2

constraints lead to more 
clarity, focus, & creativity

boundaries mean less 
overwhelm & less room for 

error

& less error = more  
money spent on what  

lights you up



regrettable purchases   strategy 2

the clothes you find within 
your constraints will be the 
exact right clothes for you 

and your style



regrettable purchases   strategy 2

the clothes you find within 
your constraints will be the 
exact right clothes for you 

and your style

…even if it means you stop shopping  
at hundreds of stores (because they don’t have 

a great reaturn policy)



regrettable purchases   strategy 2

the clothes you find within 
your constraints will be the 
exact right clothes for you 

and your style

…even if it means you don’t even consider 
buying the 75% of clothes out there that are 

polyester



regrettable purchases   strategy 2

style is a mind game

you can have great style 
within any constraints



regrettable purchases 

action steps



1. figure out the outcome  
you want to shop for  
use the worksheet to put that outcome 
through you style tree {the cores, 
sprinkles, and tools} 

regrettable purchases 

action steps



1.

2.

figure out the outcome  
you want to shop for  
use the worksheet to put that outcome 
through you style tree {the cores, 
sprinkles, and tools} 

create some overarching boundaries  
for how you shop use the worksheet  
to reflect and write out some  
guidelines to set yourself up  
for style success

regrettable purchases 

action steps



who am i to be 
wearing this?

style sabotage 2.0



most women i listen 
to have this idea 
and fear of “style 

mistakes”



style mistakes + fashion crimes

when she wore patterns that clashed,  
the wrong colour for her skin,  

the wrong clothes for her body,  
when she went too bold 



style mistakes + fashion crimes

when she wore patterns that clashed,  
the wrong colour for her skin,  

the wrong clothes for her body,  
when she went too bold 

…and everyone can tell



ugh. 

this is simply not 
based in reality



how often have 
you seen this, 

truly?



when we see a woman in a bold outfit 
we would never wear, we assume she’s 
more fashionable than us

reality



reality

we are the harshest critics of ourself. 

if we think we look pretty good,  
anyone with likeminded taste will  
think we look fantastic



your style is for  

you.



you to light

yourself
 

up



who am i to be wearing this?



who am i to be wearing this?

the person who
wanted to.



who am i to be wearing this? 

action step



1. build your style confidence

who am i to be wearing this? 

action step



1. build your style confidence

start small…  
maybe a bright lipstick, or coloured 
trousers with a plain shirt

who am i to be wearing this? 

action step



1. build your style confidence

start small…  
maybe a bright lipstick, or coloured 
trousers with a plain shirt

lean on style science  
{use it to justify your outfits to yourself} 
ex. jewel tones look good on you, this  
fits your body shape, you can mix  
these patterns because they use x strategy

who am i to be wearing this? 

action step



do i look like i 
tried too hard?

style sabotage 3.0



once upon the well-dressed 
fifties, women worried they 

weren’t dressed well enough



now we worry if 
we look like we 
tried too hard



we avoid looking like 
we tried too hard like 

the plague



is this a valid fear?



how often do you see a 
beautiful woman clearly 
wearing something she 

feels great in and think 
“she tried too hard”



how often do you measure 
people’s level of dressiness 

against each other?



how often do you feel 
like you can tell the exact 
right level of effort for 
an event and who met it 

and who didn’t?



these questions are hard to 
answer…



these questions are hard to 
answer…

 
because this fear is hard to 

find evidence for



we worry we look like  
we tried to hard because
we don’t know if we did a good job with 
our outfit {and we don’t want to show 
off something that isn’t perfect—that isn’t 
universally undeniably good}

do i look like i tried too hard?



we worry we look like  
we tried to hard because
we don’t know if our bodies are worthy 
enough of being seen 

do i look like i tried too hard?



we worry we look like  
we tried to hard because
we don’t know if we’re important enough to 
take up space and attract attention

do i look like i tried too hard?



we worry we look like  
we tried to hard because
we think looking like we dressed up more 
than others means we are somehow less than 
them—that it makes us lower on the social 
ladder

do i look like i tried too hard?



all of this makes us avoid 
“looking like we tried to 
hard” like it’s the worst 
thing ever

do i look like i tried too hard?



all of this makes us avoid 
“looking like we tried to 
hard” like it’s the worst 
thing ever

do i look like i tried too hard?

it 's not



scrap  
all that



how about we believe… 



when you look your  
best, you feel and  
become your best

how about we believe… 



your body looks exactly 
how it ’s suppose to look 
at this moment in time

how about we believe… 



that you can create more 
beauty in the universe—a 
more beautiful world for 
all of us

just by being your  
most beautiful

how about we believe… 



that in letting yourself 
take up space and be seen 
you give more women the 
permission to do the same

how about we believe… 



i truly believe every 
one of these and i 
want you to too



this is confidence



this is confidence
believing that you get to take up space + be seen 



this is confidence
believing that you get to take up space + be seen 

because you exist



this is confidence
believing that you get to take up space + be seen 

because you exist

and if you weren’t suppose to you wouldn’t exist



this is confidence
and knowing that when you do this 



this is confidence
and knowing that when you do this 

you become your most powerful effective self

as your most effective self you are able to add 
more value to the world



this is confidence
and best of all,

you inspire more people to do the same—you give 
more permission to be their boldest, brightest, 
most beautiful and alive



this is confidence
and best of all,

you inspire more people to do the same—you give 
more permission to be their boldest, brightest, 
most beautiful and alive

and wouldn’t the world be better off  
if we were all shining our brightest?



this is how i dressed when i 
first started my style blog



this is how i dressed when i 
first started my style blog



i  didn’t think i was pretty 
enough

i didn’t think i was thin enough

i didn’t know if i  was doing a 
good enough job



i  didn’t think i was pretty 
enough

i didn’t think i was thin enough

i didn’t know if i  was doing a 
good enough job

and i worried above 
all of looking like i 
tried too hard



now i dress my best



now i dress my best



now i dress my best

and believe that each time i 
dress my excitement, i am 

creating a more beautiful world 
for us all



where we get to feel



where we get to feel

more joyful



where we get to feel

more joyful
more vibrant



where we get to feel

more joyful
more vibrant
more alive



the next time you 
question yourself… 



you have 
permission to 
take up space



“

”

 our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. 

 our deepest fear is that we are powerful  
 beyond measure. 

 it is our light, not our darkness that most frightens us.

 we ask ourselves,

 ‘who am i to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented, fabulous? ’

 actually, who are you not to be?

you are a child of god 

your playing small does not serve the world.

 there is nothing enlightened about shrinking so that  
 other people won’t feel insecure around you.

 we are all meant to shine, as children do.

 it ’s not just in some of us; it ’s in everyone.

 and as we let our own light shine, we unconsciously  
 give other people permission to do the same.

 as we are liberated from our own fear, our presence  
 automatically liberates others.

Marianne Williamson



do i look like i tried too hard? 

action steps



1. words of affirmation use the quote 
download or write a belief that is 
powerful to you stick it somewhere you 
look at when you’re getting dressed

do i look like i tried too hard? 

action steps



1.

2.

words of affirmation use the quote 
download or write a belief that is 
powerful to you stick it somewhere you 
look at when you’re getting dressed

encourage beauty when you see a 
well-dressed woman, compliment her. 
encourage her beauty to encourage  
your own

do i look like i tried too hard? 

action steps



dressing to attract 
more of what you 
don’t want want

style sabotage 4.0



style is a tool to be the 
person we want to be

and live the life we 
want to live



this is style 
success



sometimes we use style to make us 
more of the person we don’t want 

but…



sometimes we use style to make us 
more of the person we don’t want 

and to keep us spending more time 
living the life we don’t want to live

but…



we do this when

dressing to attract more of what you don’t want



we do this when
we are feeling down so we wear sweatpants 
and don’t do our hair and makeup

dressing to attract more of what you don’t want



we do this when
we are feeling down so we wear sweatpants 
and don’t do our hair and makeup

we are feeling fat so we wear baggy clothes and 
avoid colour + jewellery

dressing to attract more of what you don’t want



we do this when
we are feeling down so we wear sweatpants 
and don’t do our hair and makeup

we are feeling fat so we wear baggy clothes and 
avoid colour + jewellery

we are having a bad hair day so we dress bad 
and don’t wear makeup so that we don’t  
draw attention to us and our bad hair

dressing to attract more of what you don’t want



we do this when
we are feeling down so we wear sweatpants 
and don’t do our hair and makeup

we are feeling fat so we wear baggy clothes and 
avoid colour + jewellery

we are having a bad hair day so we dress bad 
and don’t wear makeup so that we don’t  
draw attention to us and our bad hair

dressing to attract more of what you don’t want

and in so many other ways



style can change 
the trajectory of 

your day

dressing to attract more of what you don’t want



feeling bad about your body? 

give it more love and dress it as you 
would one you already thought was 
beautiful



feeling bad about your body? 

give it more love and dress it as you 
would one you already thought was 
beautiful

result: you see it as beautiful 



having a bad hair day?  

take extra care with your makeup, 
wear something remarkable



having a bad hair day?  

take extra care with your makeup, 
wear something remarkable

result: you’ll learn that you are  
more than your hair



feeling sad, depressed, 
unsuccessful?  

how would you dress if you were 
having your best day ever? if you  
were your most successful? 

wear that.



feeling sad, depressed, 
unsuccessful?  

how would you dress if you were 
having your best day ever? if you  
were your most successful? 

wear that.

result: have your best day ever  
{or at least give yourself the chance of  
having a better one than you anticipated}



dressing to attract more  
of what you don’t want 

action step



1. put this into practice each day, dress as 
you would if you knew you were already 
having the best version of today.

print out the prompt + stick it on your 
closet door if you want this reminder.

dressing to attract more  
of what you don’t want 

action step





style is a way we 
manifest physically 
how we feel about 

ourself



to ourself and others



we get to choose how 
we see ourself and how 

others see us



choose the person  
you want to be 



choose the person  
you want to be 

 
every time



your mind—not your money, 
not your body, not the stores 
you have to shop at— is what 

determines your style



it determines

*  how you feel about yourself

* what you end up wearing

* how others see you



your mind  is what determines 
your style



thank you for being open  
to  this growth



thank you for being open  
to  this growth

thank you for sharing  
this space with me



fin


